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TOURBILLON
earXaudio Flagship Model

HYBRID TRIPLE DRIVERS TECHNOLOGY
Dual Knowles Balanced Armature drivers empowered with 
one Patented 10mm Dynamic Driver for detailed and clear 
reproduction of Deep Bass as well as Crystal-Clear High 
and Mid Range

PATENTED DYNAMIC DRIVER
The 10mm Dynamic Driver and the Dual Armature Drivers 
deliver an extremely accurate listening experience with 
unsurpassed dynamic power and clarity from deep bass to 
sizzling highs

MMCX DETACHABLE SILVER PLATED CABLES
earXaudio TOURBILLON is equipped with MMCX 
connectors for safe and easy removal or replacement; This 
mixed cable also effectively reduces signal loss or 
distortion

SILICON & MEMORY FOAM EARTIPS
Enhance the performance of our IEMs by providing 
superior noise isolation and ensuring a superb and precise 
fit 

PASSIVE NOISE CANCELLATION
With the PU memory form tips come in the package, noise 
from surroundings will be drastically reduced

HI-RES AUDIO CERTIFIED
Japan-Certified for perfect HiFi sound. With a frequency 
range that extends to 40,000 Hz music takes life with 
transience, an acoustic quality that creates a soulful sense 
of realism

Empowered by

 - MMCX detachable cable

 - Triple drivers
   (Single 8mm Dynamic driver + Dual BA Drivers)
 - Cable length : 120cm
 - Metal Plug Pin : 3.5mm

Hybrid Triple Driver Technology
(Dual BA Drivers + Dynamic Driver) with

4D Dynamic Surround Sound & knowles 
Audio Processor with Passive Noise 
Cancellation, High Sensitivity &

High Impedance Ω + Silver-Plated MMCX 
Detachable Cords



HURACAN
HYBRID TRIPLE DRIVERS TECHNOLOGY
earXaudio HURACAN is equipped with two balanced 
armatures and a separate dynamic driver. Together they 
deliver an extremely accurate listening experience with 
unsurpassed dynamic power and clarity from deep bass to 
sizzling highs

UNIQUE SHELL DESIGN
Newest fully transparent wireless headsets housing, 
offering a totally clear and comfortable vision experience of 
inside construction, allowing you to wear and enjoy the 
Bluetooth headsets like never before

MMCX DETACHABLE SILVER PLATED CABLES
earXaudio HURACAN is equipped with MMCX 
connectors for safe and easy removal or replacement. This 
mixed cable also effectively reduces signal loss and 
distortion

SECURE EARHOOKS
Unique ear hook design for comfortable fit and make sure 
headsets stay securely even during workouts

SUPREME PERFORMANCE
Powerful bass, crisply highs, clear mids and wide 
soundstage

HI-RES AUDIO CERTIFIED
Japan-Certified for perfect HiFi sound. With a frequency 
range that extends to 40,000 Hz music takes life with 
transience, an acoustic quality that creates a soulful sense 
of realism

CALLS AND MUSIC
In-line Mic for hands-free calls

- MMCX detachable cable

- Triple drivers (Single 8mm Dynamic driver + Dual BA Drivers)
- Cable length : 120cm
- Metal Plug Pin : 3.5mm

Hybrid Triple Driver Technology
(Dual BA Drivers + Dynamic Driver) with

4D Dynamic Surround Sound  +

High Quality MEMS Microphone with 
MMCX Detachable Cords



INFINITE
HYBRID FOUR DRIVERS TECHNOLOGY
earXaudio INFINITE features dual balanced-armature 
drivers and dual 6mm dynamic drivers, delivering a sound 
experience that’s like being center-stage at a live concert

PERFECT ERGONOMICS
Earpieces use oblique angles that naturally match your ear 
canals for a comfortable & secure fit. Compact and 
lightweight housing designed for a comfortable fit

IN-LINE MICROPHONE WITH
INTEGRATED CONTROLS
You can adjust volumes, pause / play, change tracks and 
even answer calls with integrated controls on board

MEMS TECHNOLOGY
An upgraded version of the traditional microphone, for 
reducing vocal interference and enjoy clear and crisp voice 
during communications

HI-RES AUDIO CERTIFIED
Japan-Certified for perfect HiFi sound. With a frequency 
range that extends to 40,000 Hz music takes life with 
transience, an acoustic quality that creates a soulful sense 
of realism

PREMIUM BUILD
Made of 100% toxic-free and environmental friendly 
materials guarantees non-allergic to skin

EXTRA EARTIPS
Comes with 6 pairs of ear tips in different sizes (3 pairs of 
bullet silicone case, 3 pairs of bowl silicone case) for fitting 
different ear canals

- Earlap : PC
- Speaker : Four
- Drivers (Dynamic 6mm * 2 + Dual BA Drivers)
- Frequency response : 10-40KHz
- Sensitivity : 106±3dB
- Impedance : 16 Ω
- Cable length : 120cm
- Metal Plug Pin : 3.5mm
- Mic & Volume Control 

Hybrid Four Driver Technology
(Dual BA Drivers + Dual Dynamic Drivers) 
with

4D Dynamic Surround Sound + 
High Quality MEMS Microphone



EGO
DUAL BALANCED ARMATURE DRIVERS AND 
DYNAMIC DRIVERS
earXaudio EGO features two proprietary balanced 
armature drivers and dynamic drivers. With the deployment 
of balanced armature frequency dividing technology, the 
dynamic driver is responsible for low and medium 
frequency, to double the bass performance, creating a 
sense of surging and stunning atmosphere where users 
can feel immersed

HI-RES AUDIO CERTIFIED
Japan-Certified for perfect HiFi sound. With a frequency 
range that extends to 40,000 Hz music takes life with 
transience, an acoustic quality that creates a soulful sense 
of realism

METAL HOUSING
earXaudio EGO comes with a full aluminum alloy housing,  
remote control unit and 3.5mm jack plug. They are not only 
more beautiful looking, but also more durable

PREMIUM BUILD
Made of 100% toxic-free and environmental friendly 
materials guarantees non-allergic to skin

- Earlap : Aluminum alloy
- Speaker : Dual drivers (BA driver + 8mm Dynamic driver)
- Cable length : 120cm
- Metal Plug Pin : 3.5mm

Hybrid Dual Driver Technology
(BA Driver + Dynamic Driver) with

3D Surround Sound Quality + 
High Quality MEMS Microphone with 
Volume Control



UNO
LATEST BT5.0 TECHNOLOGY
Upgraded Bluetooth V5.0 Technology lets you enjoy 
incredible sound quality with deep bass and crystal crisp 
treble, more faster pairing speed and stable connectivity

IPX5 CERTIFIED
Hydrophobic nano-coating improved this in-ear headset's 
durability with IPX5 rating to make it sweat-resistant, 
splash-resistant, and sustain even under wet weather 
conditions, enhance its life-span as a result

ERGONOMIC DESIGN
In-ear earbuds with ergonomic design make you feel 
comfortable. Flexible, light weight, snug and secure

ULTRA BATTERY ENDURANCE
The new & improved 160mAh-rechargeable battery allows 
seamless enjoyment of music for up to 12 Hours and crisp 
music / clear hands-free talking or 200 Hours' standby 
time after fully charge for only 1.5 hours

- Bluetooth solution : BK3266
- Bluetooth version : 5.0
- Battery Capacity : 160mAh
- Charging time : 1.5-2 hours
- Music / Play / Talking time : up to 8 hours
- Standby time : ≥ 240h
- Transmission range : ≥10m
- Support agreement : A2DP / AVRCP / HFP / HSP

IPX5 Certified / Collar Neckband / 
Bluetooth 5.0 Auto-Pairing / Wireless / 
Bluetooth Sports Earphones with CSR 
Chipset

5.0



ELVIS
SPORTS COMPFORT & SECURE FIT
earXaudio ELVIS is Lightweight, compact neckband and 
ergonomic earbuds design to provide all day comfort 
wearing, to hold your headsets in place even during 
rigorous workouts

LATEST BT5.0 TECHNOLOGY
Upgraded Bluetooth V5.0 technology lets you enjoy 
incredible sound quality with deep bass and crystal crisp 
treble, more faster pairing speed and stable connectivity

BUILT-IN MAGNETIC DESIGN
Attach the two earbuds around your neck, wear it like a 
necklace when not in use, for a convenient way to carry, 
helps earphones storage and keeps you away from being 
entangled with clumsy wires

IPX5 CERTIFIED
Hydrophobic nano-coating improved this in-ear headset's 
durability with IPX5 rating to make it sweat-resistant, 
splash-resistant, and sustain even under wet weather 
conditions, enhance its life-span as a result

PERFECT ERGONOMICS
Earpieces use oblique angles that naturally match your ear 
canals. Compact and lightweight

PREMIUM BUILD
Made of 100% toxic-free and environmental friendly 
materials guarantees non-allergic to skin

- Bluetooth solution : BK3266
- Bluetooth version : 5.0
- Speaker : 6mm
- Battery Capacity : 120mAh
- Charging time : 1.5-2 hours
- Music / Play / Talking time : ≥ 6 hours
- Standby time : ≥ 240h
- Transmission range : ≥ 10m
- Support agreement : A2DP / AVRCP / HFP / HSP

Hybrid Dual Driver Technology
(BA Driver + Dynamic Driver) with

3D Surround Sound Quality + 
High Quality MEMS Microphone with 
Volume Control

5.0



DUET
DUAL DYNAMIC DRIVERS FOR THE BEST AUDIO
earXaudio DUET is equipped with the newest generation 
Dual Dynamic Drivers for a premium sound. Thanks to the 
optimal sound Hi-Fi Stereo System and Sound Isolating 
you will enjoy an immersive audio with extended bass 
response, for an ultimate listening experience with 
unsurpassed dynamic power and equalization clarity from 
deep basses to sizzling highs

BLUETOOTH CSR TECHNOLOGY
Built-in high-end Bluetooth chip CSR8640 to ensure 
comprehensive compatibility and stable signal 
transmission

ULTRA BATTERY ENDURANCE
The new & improved 250mAh-rechargeable battery 
allows seamless enjoyment of music for up to 13 Hours, 
crisp music / clear hands-free talking or 250 Hours' 
standby time after fully charge for only 1.5 hour

PERFECT ERGONOMICS
Earpieces use oblique angles that naturally match your ear 
canals. Compact and lightweight

PREMIUM BUILD
Made of 100% toxic-free and environmental friendly 
materials guarantees non-allergic to skin

- Bluetooth solution : CSR-8640
- Bluetooth version : 4.1
- Speaker : Dual 6mm Dynamic drivers
- Battery Capacity : 250mAh
- Charging time : 2-2.5 hours
- Music / Play / Talking time : up to 16 hours
- Standby time : ≥ 240h
- Transmission range : ≥ 10m
- Support agreemen : A2DP / AVRCP / HFP / HSP

IPX5 Certified / Collar Neckband / Dual 
Dynamic Drivers / Wireless / Bluetooth 
Earphones with CSR Chipset



XTREME
TITANIUM COMPOSITE DIAPHRAGM DRIVERS
Creates a beautiful Deep Bass as well as pronounced high 
and mid tones

MEMS TECHNOLOGY
An upgraded version of the traditional microphone, for 
reducing vocal interference and enjoy clear and crisp voice 
during communications

BUILT-IN MAGNETIC DESIGN
Attach the two earbuds around your neck, wear it like a 
necklace when not in use, for a convenient way to carry, 
helps earphones storage and keeps you away from being 
entangled with clumsy wires

IPX4 CERTIFIED
Hydrophobic nano-coating improved this in-ear headset's 
durability with IPX4 rating to make earXaudio XTREME 
sweat-resistant, splash-resistant, and sustainable under 
wet weather conditions and enhance its life-span as a 
result

LONG BATTERY ENDURANCE
The new & improved 120mAh-rechargeable battery allows 
seamless enjoyment of music for up to 8 hours with a quick 
charge of only 1.5 hours 

PERFECT ERGONOMICS
Earpieces use oblique angles that naturally match your ear 
canals. Compact and lightweight

PREMIUM BUILD
Made of 100% toxic-free and environmental friendly 
materials guarantees non-allergic to skin

- Bluetooth solution : CSR 8645 (4.1 Version)
- Speaker : 10mm Titanium driver
- Sensitivity : 110dB±3dB
- Frequency response : 20Hz-20KHz
- Cable Length : 55cm
- Impedance : 16 Ω
- Battery Capacity : Li-Polymer Battery 3.7V / 120mAh
- Charging time : ≤1.5h
- Music / Play / Talking time : ≥ 6 hours
- Standby time : ≥ 240h
- Transmission range : ≥ 10m
- Audio : APT-X
- Support agreement : A2DP / AVRCP / HFP / HSP

IPX4 Certified / Magnetic Attraction / HiFi 
Class Titanium Dynamic Driver /
Wireless Bluetooth Sports Earphones with 
CSR Chipset



NAVI
SPORTS COMPFORT & SECURE FIT
earXaudio NAVI is Lightweight, compact neckband and 
ergonomic earbuds designed to provide all-day comfort 
wearing and hold your headsets in place during rigorous 
workouts

BUILT-IN MAGNETIC DESIGN
Attach the two earbuds around your neck, wear it like a 
necklace when not in use, for a convenient way to carry, 
helps earphones storage and keeps you away from being 
entangled with clumsy wire

BLUETOOTH CSR TECHNOLOGY
Built-in high-end Bluetooth chip CSR8640 with custom 
FPC antenna to ensure comprehensive compatibility

IPX5 CERTIFIED
Hydrophobic nano-coating improved this in-ear headset's 
durability with IPX5 rating to make it sweat-resistant, 
splash-resistant, and sustain even under wet weather 
conditions, enhance its life-span as a result

LONG BATTERY ENDURANCE
The new & improved 120mAh-rechargeable battery allows 
seamless enjoyment of music for up to 8 hours with a quick 
charge of only 1.5 hours 

PREMIUM BUILD
Made of 100% toxic-free and environmental friendly 
materials guarantees non-allergic to skin

- Bluetooth solution : CSR 8640 (4.1 Version)
- Speaker : 6mm Dynamic driver
- Sensitivity : 105dB±3dB
- Frequency response : 20Hz-20KHz
- Cable Length : 55cm
- Impedance : 16 Ω
- Battery Capacity : VDL Battery 3.7V / 120mAh
- Charging time : ≤1.5h
- Music/Play/Talking time : up to 8 hours
- Standby time : ≥ 240h
- Transmission range : ≥ 10m
- Support agreement : A2DP / AVRCP / HFP / HSP

Hybrid Four Driver Technology
(Dual BA Drivers + Dual Dynamic Drivers) 
with

4D Dynamic Surround Sound + 
High Quality MEMS Microphone

MICRODIA is an ISO 14001
and ISO 9001 certified company.

MICRODIA endeavour to ensure that the information on this packing is correct and fairly stated, but does not accept liability for any 
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